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The K. S. (King Solomon) Industries
Theological Resource List
Judeo-Christian theology is a complex study and an unending search for God’s Truth. It is literally
impossible to read all of the tomes given to the study, interpretation, commentary, and exegesis of God’s
Word. Throughout history, theologians have attempted to understand Scripture, as well as the writings of
early church scholars, early Jewish scholars, and rabbinic sages. The books presented here are in Dr.
Warren’s personal library of over 750 Bible-related books and resources, researched and studied over the
past 30 years. These selected few are merely a jot representation of the plethora of important works
available for serious theological exploration of Scripture; but they are a fair representation of quality
scholarship in their respective areas. You will see, that there is no specific doctrinal or denominational
slant in the repertoire, and the books are not listed in any specific ranking, other than theological
categories. No one is viewed as “100% wrong” and no one is viewed as “100% correct.”
“I sincerely believe we all have important pieces of the truth. The difficult task is separating the wheat
from the chaff and finding His truth in the gifts given to these God-fearing scholars.”
Vanita Lynn Warren

Core Theology Resources
Manual of Theology
by John L. Dagg (Author)
First printed in 1857 by the Southern Baptist Publication Society. In its time,
the volume was originally designed for the use of those who didn’t have the
time and opportunity to study larger works on theology; however, today, it’s
nothing less than excellent scholarship.

The Moody Handbook of Theology
by Paul P Enns (Author)
The study of God, His nature, and His Word are all essential to the Christian
faith. Now those interested in Christian theology have a newly revised and
updated reference tool in the 25th Anniversary Edition of The Moody
Handbook of Theology.
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Basic Theology: A Popular Systematic Guide to Understanding Biblical Truth
by Charles C. Ryrie (Author)
Featuring charts, definitions, and Scripture and subject indices, Basic Theology
will give you a clear and comprehensive picture of Ryrie's approach to
systematic theology. Its 94 chapters are arranged in outline style for easy
reference. Considerable emphasis is given to explaining the dispensational view
of the end times.

Christian Theology
by Millard J. Erickson (Author)
Leading evangelical scholar Millard Erickson offers a new edition of his
bestselling textbook, now substantially updated and revised throughout. This
edition takes into account feedback from professors and students and reflects
current theological conversations, with added material on the atonement,
justification, and divine foreknowledge. Erickson's comprehensive introduction
is biblical, contemporary, moderate, and fair to various positions, and it applies doctrine to
Christian life and ministry.

Introducing Covenant Theology
by Michael Horton (Author)

Unwinds the intricacies of covenant theology, making the complex surprisingly
simple and accessible to every reader.

A Basic Christian Theology
by A. J. Conyers (Author)

Christians in North America often see theology as hairsplitting, irrelevant and
sometimes, even irreverent. In a Basic Christian Theology, A.J. Conyers
reminds us that, as humans, we are all theologians. Just experiencing ourselves,
others, and the world raises theological questions in our minds
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A Dispensational Theology
by Charles F. Baker (Author, Foreword, Introduction), Peter Veltman
(Preface)
A complete theology book with emphasis on dispensational perspectives, and
their related scriptural references, written to be useful for the layman by
avoiding theological jargon. An important study guide to clear up the prevalent
misunderstandings and misconceptions among Christians concerning the
methods and results of dispensational interpretation. Mr. Baker doesn't simply
duplicate what has already been written, but he gives prominence to that which
has been neglected: the dispensational thrust of the scriptures.

A Dispensational Synopsis of the New Testament
by Charles F. Baker (Author)
In this significant work of 200 plus pages, every New Testament book is
considered. An emphasis on each book's special dispensational features is
clearly, consisely put forward.

Charts of Christian Theology & Doctrine
by H. Wayne House (Author)
ZondervanCharts are ready references for those who need essential
information in a hurry. Accessible and highly useful, the books in this library
offer clear organization and thorough summaries of issues, subjects, and topics
that are key to Christian students

Things to Come: A Study in Biblical Eschatology
by J. Dwight Pentecost (Author)
In this massive, highly successful book, Dr. Pentecost has synthesized the
whole field of prophecy into a unified biblical doctrine, a systematic and
complete biblical eschatology. With nearly a quarter of a million copies sold,
Things to Come has earned its place in the library of the pastor, the scholar,
and the seminarian or Bible institute student.
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Things That Differ
by Cornelius Stam (Author)
This volume demonstrates how the dispensational method of Bible study is
the method God approves, and the only one by which the Bible makes sense.
It shows the perfect harmony between the changeless principles of God and
His changing dispensations. This book points out the distinctions between
Prophecy and the Mystery, the kingdom of heaven and the Body of Christ, the
ministries of Peter and Paul, etc.

Dispensational Truth [with Full Size Illustrations], or God's Plan and
Purpose in the Ages [Dr. Warren has this 1920 Edition]
After more than three years’ efforts, mostly designing and drawing the
charts and illustrations, the book was extremely well received in 1918 and
remains to this day a much used spiritual guide. As a result of its success
and wide circulation, the first edition was soon sold out, and subsequently
followed by a second edition, and later, with a revised edition.

Gospel of the Kingdom: Scriptural Studies in the Kingdom of God
by George Eldon Ladd (Author)
Ladd, whose work has included much technical study of the doctrine of the
kingdom, here presents a practical and devotional scriptural study of the many
aspects of the kingdom, based on the parables, the Sermon on the Mount, and
other key passages.

The Institutes of Christian Religion Paperback – Abridged,
by John Calvin (Author), Tony Lane (Editor), Hilary Osborne (Editor)

This abridged edition of the Institutes provides a readable and inexpensive
sampler of Calvin's greatest work. Lane has condensed the 1559 edition,
retaining the heart of Calvin's teachings on all his major themes.
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Calvinism: A Southern Baptist Dialogue
by Brad J. Waggoner (Author), E. Ray Clendenen (Author)
Calvinism: A Southern Baptist Dialogue brings together new presentations
from noted Southern Baptists including Daniel Akin, Tom Ascol, David
Dockery, Charles Lawless, and Ed Stetzer that address misperceptions,
stereotypes, and caricatures of the debate over Reformed theology.

The Sovereignty of God
by Arthur W. Pink (Author)
The Sovereignty of God is a timeless classic work by A. W. Pink.

God's Foreknowledge and Man's Free Will:
by Richard Rice (Author)

Predestination & Free Will: Four Views of Divine Sovereignty & Human
Freedom
by David Basinger (Editor), Randall Basinger (Editor)
If God is in control, are people really free? This question has bothered
Christians for centuries. And answers have covered a wide spectrum. Today
Christians still disagree. Those who emphasize human freedom view it as a
reflection of God's self-limited power. Others look at human freedom in the
order of God's overall control. David and Randall Basinger have put this ageold question to four scholars trained in theology and philosophy.
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Did God Know?
by H Elseth (Author), Gayle L. Teague (Foreword)
This book has been out of print for many years and is now available again for
people to enjoy. "Did God Know" is spoken highly of in many bible study
corners and often cited in the bibliography of journal articles. A wellresearched questioning of ideas we have accepted which weren't biblical but
seemed appropriate.

Dispensationalism
by Charles C. Ryrie (Author)
Highly acclaimed theologian Dr. Charles C. Ryrie addresses this crucial issue
from the perspective of classic dispensationalism. He confronts the views of
covenant theology, historical premillennialism, ultradispensationalism, and in
this revised edition, the increasingly popular progressive dispensationalism.
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